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Abstract
The success or failure of parallel computing rests not in the ability to design and build
powerful high-speed, advanced machines with parallel architectures, but rather in the
ability to organize and harness that power. A software development environment for a
parallel computer must provide programmers with a high-level language for describing
parallel computations and must also provide a compilation system capable of generating
low-level processor and routing code subject to demanding timing constraints. Of particu-
lar importance are the abstract programming model underlying the parallel language and
the tools for mapping parallel computations to parallel architectures forming an integral
part of the compilation system. This thesis explores the details of such an environment for
the statically routed NuMesh machine.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the quest for ever more computing power, researchers have come to agree that par-
allelism is the vehicle through which this power will be realized. It is no surprise then
that much effort has gone into the design and implementation of parallel computing envi-
ronments. In order to successfully tap the potential of parallel processing, effort must be
spent not only on building the hardware for the parallel machine but also on creating the
software development environment which will allow programmers to take advantage of
parallelism in a general yet straightforward way.
The true challenge that parallel processing presents is one of organization. When tens
or hundreds or even thousands of processors are all doing work on the same problem,
how can they all communicate with each other in an efficient and reliable manner so that
their individual efforts can be combined into a coherent, global solution? This challenge is
known as routing and it is more or less the responsibility of the interconnection network
to provide a working solution. Many popular concurrent architectures have chosen a
dynamic approach based on a general purpose network design with the logic to route each
message at the time it is sent. A more static approach to routing, which has traditionally
been associated with special purpose machines, relies on a compile-time analysis of the
network traffic resulting from each application in order to pre-determine routes for each
message.
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1.1 The NuMesh Project
The Computer Architecture Group at MIT's Laboratory for Computer Science is exploring
the use of static routing in the context of a more general purpose machine as part of the
NuMesh project [18]. Thus, the major thrust of the NuMesh project is to define a highly-
efficient, generalized communication and interconnect substrate with programmable con-
trol paths which is capable of supporting high-bandwidth, low-latency communication as
is required for a successful statically routed machine. In a NuMesh machine, this substrate
is built by composing nodes, each constituting a digital subsystem that communicates with
neighboring nodes via a standardized physical and electrical interconnect, in a Lego-like
manner. The result is a scalable, modular, and reconfigurable 3D nearest-neighbor lattice.
Figure 1-1 shows a representation of a NuMesh in a diamond lattice configuration.
.. -.:. . -
I: ' . ' -' ,-
Figure 1-1: A view of NuMesh in diamond lattice configuration.
An important goal of the NuMesh project is to study the degree to which static rout-
ing techniques can be effectively employed for a wide range of useful applications. To
this end, compiler techniques are being developed to generate detailed low-level routing
information from high-level descriptions of parallel programs. There are also efforts to
identify and express the mix of communication requirements which characterize a par-
ticular application. This work hopes to show that many applications which have been
characterized as dynamic may actually be characterized as nearly static. An application
which is nearly static is one where all but a very few parameters are determinable at
compile time. Techniques are being developed to deal with this class of applications.
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1.2 Programming a Parallel Computer
Designing and implementing algorithms for parallel computers presents programmers
with many new challenges above and beyond those associated with programming sequen-
tial computers. The primary consideration is the programming model. Many effective
algorithms have been developed for specific network topologies [6]. This approach and its
intuitive appeal lead to graph theoretic models, where parallel computations are abstractly
viewed as a set of processes communicating via explicit message-passing. These processes
and their communications together form a graph of regular topology such as a tree, mesh,
or hypercube.
Another major concern in programming a multi-computer is in instructing each pro-
cessor as well as (in the case of static routing) the routing hardware. In the infancy of
many parallel machines, this process of mapping an algorithm to the computer must be
performed manually by the programmer. This proves to be a difficult and error-prone task
which may be more affordably performed by an automated mapping system as part of a
compiler. These systems, in various forms and with varying capabilities, have been or are
being developed for today's parallel processing computers.
1.3 This Thesis
The work in this thesis discusses parallel programming models at an abstract level and
evaluates those models based on their ability to describe a wide variety of parallel algo-
rithms, their ease of use for the programmer, and their ability to capture information that
will be needed to map the algorithm to a parallel machine. The mapping problem is also
examined in some detail and methods for its implementation are presented and evaluated.
The methods discussed are examined and evaluated with respect to their expected value
as part of a parallel programming environment for the NuMesh.
This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 describes the current NuMesh
network architecture and environment as well as providing background on static routing.
A discussion of parallel programming models and task communication languages is pre-
sented in Chap. 3. The mapping problem is presented in Chap. 4 along with information
11
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and qualitative evaluation of various ways to decompose and solve the mapping problem.
Finally, Chap. 5 provides a wrap-up of the thesis and suggests future directions of this
work.
Chapter 2
Static Routing and the NuMesh
The NuMesh Project is an approach to multi-computer design aimed at developing a
flexible yet powerful communications substrate for processors in a parallel processing
system [18]. This communications substrate should be scalable, modular, and capable
of supporting communications between processors in a three-dimensional topology pre-
dominantly via static routing. Each module, or node, of the NuMesh provides interfaces
to each of its nearest neighbors as well as to a local processor. Each node also includes a
Communications Finite State Machine (CFSM) which is programmable and controls the
flow information through all interfaces of the node. The NuMesh operates on a globally
synchonous clock and is capable of transfering one word of data between each pair of
adjacent nodes during every cycle.
2.1 Static Routing
One of biggest problems in programming parallel computers is that of getting the right
information to the right processor when it needs it. In a uni-processor system, the processor
always has access to all the information necessary for the computation. However, in a
multi-computer system such as the NuMesh, a program's data is distributed among the
processors and must be sent from one processor to another via explicit message-passing.
Because the origin and destination of a message may be located arbitrarily within the
interconnection network, that network must be able to route the messages between any
13
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two processors. The performance of the routing system for a parallel machine often
proves to be the performance bottleneck for most algorithms. Therefore, deciding on and
implementing a routing scheme is one of the major hurdles in multi-computer design.
Consider an arbitrary network of computing nodes which can perform calculations
and pass information in the form of messages to one another via the network. Suppose
that each node is programmed so that it knows exactly what to do with every message
it receives based only on where and when the message arrived. Further, the node has
no knowledge of message's origin nor does it necessarily know where the message's final
destination might be. Most importantly, the contents of the message itself play absolutely
no part in determining what the node should do with the message. The NuMesh substrate
is designed to support this type of message-passing which is known as static routing.
A statically routed system relies on pre-compiled network traffic information for each
algorithm in terms of both space and time in order to instruct the nodes to properly route
each message.
The static routing model may appear to be overly restrictive and rely too heavily on pre-
compiled information to be very useful for general applications. Later in this section, static
routing will be compared to dynamic routing to indicate the strengths of each and what
applications are best suited to a statically routed system. A portion of Chap. 4 is dedicated
to discussing compiler techniques for generating and analyzing traffic information for a
large class of algorithms. Furthermore, one of the general goals of the NuMesh Project is
to show that static routing provides significant gains and is useful for a wide variety of
important applications.
2.1.1 Example: Merge-sort
Figure 2-1 depicts a simple example of merge-sort being performed on a complete binary
tree with depth three. If the compiler is told the size of the array to sort, it can fully
determine the static routing requirements of this algorithm. In this example, the input size
is eight. Also, for the sake of simplicity and illustration, assume that one element can be
transfered between adjacent nodes in 1 cycle and that a node can communicate with at
most one other node per cycle. In terms of computation, assume that merging two sorted
14
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arrays of size 77n and m takes n + m cycles and that sorting two elements takes only 2 cycles.
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Figure 2-1: Merge-sort as an example of static routing.
Table 2.1: Static cycle analysis of merge-sort
All of the information in Table 2.1 could have easily been derived by a complier. This
is a good start in showing an example of static routing, but another important factor
to consider is the architecture on which the algorithm will be run. So far the merge-
sort problem has only been presented and analyzed in terms of its logical connections.
This works fine if the tree's logical nodes and edges can be mapped directly to physical
processors and channels. In almost all instances, however, this is not the case. Parallel
algorithms are typically described in terms of some abstract regular graph topology (see
Chap. 3) whereas a parallel computer will have some fixed network topology. Even in
ActionCycles
Send the first four elements at the root to its right child.
Send the second four elements at the root to its left child.
Each node at level 1 sends its first two elements to its left child.
Each node at level 1 sends its second two elements to its right child.
All the nodes at level 2 sort their two elements.
The odd nodes at level 2 send their sorted arrays up to their parent.
The even nodes at level 2 send their sorted arrays up to their parent.
All the nodes at level 1 merge the inputs from the right and left
children into a single sorted array.
The even node at level 1 sends its sorted array up to the root.
The odd node at level 1 sends its sorted array up to the root.
The root merges the inputs from its left and right child into the final
sorted array.
l -
l- 
-
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cases where the topology of the algorithm and the machine are the same, the algorithm
may abstractly require a number of processes which varies with the size of the input. The
number of physical processors in a machine will of course remain constant.
Consider a parallel machine whose architecture is a dimension 3 hypercube. When the
merge-sort algorithm presented above is mapped to this machine, it is impossible to map
all the logical connections to single physical connections. An optimal mapping of a depth
3 tree to a dimension 3 hypercube is shown in Fig. 2-2. Given the assumptions previously
stated, the overall number of cycles required to complete the computation is not changed.
Again, it is possible for a compiler to generate the equivalent of Table 2.2 and from that
generate static routing code for each of the nodes in the hypercube.
A B
Figure 2-2: A depth 3 complete binary tree mapped to a dimension 3 hypercube.
Cycles A B C D E F G H
1 - 4 Rec E idle idle idle Send A idle idle idle
5 - 8 Send B Rec A idle idle Send G idle Rec E idle
9 -10 idle Send F Rec G idle idle Rec B Send C idle
11 - 12 idle Send D idle Rec B idle idle Send H Rec G
13 -14 idle idle Merge Merge idle Merge idle Merge
15 - 16 idle Rec F Send G idle idle Send B Rec C idle
17 - 18 idle Rec D idle Send B idle idle Rec H Send G
19 - 22 idle Merge idle idle idle idle Merge idle
23 - 26 Rec B Send A idle idle Rec G idle Send E idle
27 - 30 Send E idle idle idle Rec A idle idle idle
31 - 38 idle idle idle idle Merge idle idle idle
Table 2.2: Static determination of processor activity.
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2.1.2 Comparison of Static and Dynamic Routing
The alternative to static routing is dynamic routing. In a dynamically routed system,
the nodes do not need to be programmed specifically for each algorithm. Instead, the
messages have a header associated with them which contains the routing information for
that message. This routing information may simply be the destination node or it may be
a sequence of nodes corresponding to a virtual channel. This header also might contain
a timestamp along with information about the message's origin and the overall size of
the message which might be broken up into several packets. Each node has built in
programming which looks at the header of the message and at other local message traffic
conditions, and then continues the message on its way based on this information. The
program at each node must know how to deal with contention for any particular link
since messages are not scheduled globally and are therefore subject to collisions with one
another.
Static routing enjoys several benefits over dynamic routing. In dynamic routing mes-
sages have a header which must be sent along with the message, causing an increase in
network traffic. In addition, decoding the header information and interpreting it take
network cycles which increase the latency for individual messages traveling through the
network. The dedicated hardware required by a dynamically routed machine is com-
plicated and costly to design whereas statically routed machines require much simpler
routing hardware. In a dynamically routed system using an adaptive routing strategy,
messages may arrive in an unpredictable order. Furthermore, dynamic routing techniques
may result in deadlock. Strategies have been developed to prevent deadlock in dynami-
cally routed systems, but often at some cost in performance. Perhaps the most significant
benefit of static routing is the potential for reduced contention for network resources. By
computing at compile time all the traffic an application generates, routing can be scheduled
in space and time such that messages never contend for the same link on the same cycle.
This has the potential to significantly improve application performance.
The advantages that dynamic routing has over static routing are important as well.
Foremost on this list is that dynamic routing is completely general and works for every
parallel application, whereas the techniques developed for static routing are only appli-
17
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cable for a restricted set of application. The popular perception of the restrictions static
routing imposes on applications may be greater than in reality and so this too works in
favor of dynamic routing. Compiler technology required to determine the rigorous timing
considerations necessary for a fully static system are in the early stages of development.
Also, each parallel algorithm requires that the routing hardware be reprogrammed for that
algorithm's specific message traffic requirements.
Certain programs with highly predictable communication requirements have been
found to benefit most from static routing. Circuit simulators, CAD development software,
and speech and video processing code are some such applications [12]. These applications
exhibit repeated execution of simple computations and have certain real-time constraints
requiring high performance which make them suitable candidates for the evaluation of
statically routed systems.
2.2 The CFSM
The CFSM replicated at each node of a NuMesh system serves as the low-level commu-
nication and interface hardware. The CFSM provides the data path for all messages to
and from neighboring nodes as well as to the local processor. The control of the CFSM is
determined by a programmable finite state machine with a RAM-based state table. There
is also some additional hardware such as looping counters to provide added functionality.
Figure 2-3 shows an abstract view of a NuMesh node indicating the role of the CFSM.
To _
Neighboring
Nodes _
Local Processor
Internal Interface
._ To
Neighboring
-. Nodes
Figure 2-3: A NuMesh node schematic showing CFSM role.
-
CFSM
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The NuMesh Project is currently involved in an effort to re-design and re-implement a
new, second-generation architecture for the CFSM [15]. The new design is aimed at provid-
ing control of multiple channels of communication simultaneously. This has resulted in the
development of a multithreaded CFSM architecture capable of performing a data transfer
to or from each port on nearly every cycle. This design allows for the high-bandwidth,
low-latency communication that a static routing system has the potential to provide.
2.3 The NuMesh Programming Environment
The current programming environment of the NuMesh is still at an elementary stage. The
programmer must explicity provide code for both the processors and CFSMs of each node.
The code for the processors is written in C with the added resource of some NuMesh specific
library functions [11]. CFSM code is specified in a Lisp-like assembler code designed to
hide certain low-level details of the implementation [14]. A somewhat nicer, although
more restricted interface exists for programming the CFSM and processor from common
C source code [131. This interface abstracts away from the CFSM details but imposes flow
control restrictions on the processor code. This system also results in less efficient CFSM
code while still requiring explicit code specification for each node. There is, however,
a NuMesh simulator which provides a nice test environment for developing and testing
NuMesh code [10].
Somewhat earlier work presents a graphical programming language based on streams
and an environment in which to develop those programs [17]. This language prevents
programs whose dynamic behavior depends on run-time data, thus allowing programs
suitable for a statically routed system. The system seems most suitable for the development
of real-time applications such as digital signal processing. Unfortunately, only the front-
end program editor for this system was ever completely implemented.
More recent work provides the NuMesh with a limited system for statically allocating
network resources based on an analysis of network traffic as determined at compile time
[12]. This work yielded positive results towards the feasibility of a system for mapping
applications to the NuMesh. This system has yet to be integrated with the NuMesh
19
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simulation environment or hardware.
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Chapter 3
Task Communication Languages
A vital component to any software development environment is the language provided.
The programming language is the interface through which programmers instruct the ma-
chine. Without a high-level programming language, it remains prohibitively expensive, in
terms of both time and complexity, for programmers to use the machine to solve problems,
regardless of the capabilities of the machine. This has always been true for sequential ma-
chines and is perhaps an even more important consideration for parallel machines where
the programmer has more flexibility and power but also more room for error. An effective
language should be one which clearly and concisely captures the essential components of
a parallel algorithm without needlessly complicating the implementation process for the
programmer.
Languages for sequential machines have been undergoing a continuous evolution
for more than forty years. It should not be a surprise then that developing languages for
parallel computers will take a great deal of effort and will be an evolving process itself. One
of the most important considerations in designing such a language will be to decide which
paradigms the language should support. If designing a sequential language, this would be
analogous to deciding whether the language should support block structure, be recursive,
be functional, support object-oriented methodologies, be compiled or interpreted, etc.
Each of these paradigms will affect not only the design of the language itself, but more
importantly, it will affect the programming model. So in designing a parallel language,
the programming model is necessarily being prescribed as well.
21
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3.1 Parallel Programming Models
There are several different ways of viewing the programming of a parallel computer. This
is to be expected in light of the numerous ways of programming a uni-processor computer.
Consider the procedural approach and the object-oriented approach. It is possible to use
either approach to successfully write a program to solve a problem. Neither approach
has been shown to be inherently more powerful than the other in its ability to express a
problem. Nor has either approach been shown to result in a substantially less code than
the other. The fundamental difference in the approaches is in the way the code is designed
and organized. This is the same type of difference we expect to have among the several
parallel programming models.
3.1.1 Parallelization of Sequential Code
One of the first things people seem to want to do when they think about a parallel computer
is take existing code from their uni-processor machines and run it directly on the multi-
computer, immediately reaping the benefits of parallelism. It is this desire that leads to the
following discussion of the parallelization of sequential code, even though it is not really
a model for parallel compututation in it own right.
The idea here is simple although the realization of it may prove to be very difficult or
even impossible in all but restricted cases. Let the programmer ignore that the program
is being written for a parallel computer by allowing the use of some sequential language.
The hope is that this could be some existing sequential language that the programmer is
already comfortable using, such as C or Lisp. Even if it is a new language, however, it is
likely to have much in common with existing sequential languages and therefore should
not be difficult for the programmer to learn. The program, once written, is then processed
by a compiler whose job it is to determine the parallelism that can be factored out of the
code. In other words, this compiler does some analysis of the program which determines
what sections of the code can be run independently and then generates independent code
chunks for these sections which will be executed on different processors simultaneously
in the parallel environment.
22
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There are two driving forces which make the parallelization of sequential code an
enticing idea. The first is that such a system will make it very easy for programmers to
write code for parallel computers. There is a fear that if programming multi-computers
is too difficult a task, the vast potential of parallelism will remain forever untapped. A
system which would allow programmers to program in a format they are already familiar
with would certainly alleviate this fear. The second and ultimately more important force
is that such a system would mean that an enormous volume of existing software could be
moved to parallel platforms with relatively little effort. Imagine if a compiler for effectively
parallelizing C code was developed. Then once the run-time libraries were implemented
for a parallel machine, any C program could take advantage of the parallel processing
available to it. The benefits of this would be many.
Unfortunately, the general parallelization of sequential code appears to be a very
difficult problem. There are in fact strong arguments that suggest that it is impossible.
Consider the simple sequential algorithm for computing the nt h Fibonacci number. Figure
3-1 shows pseudo-code for both a recursive and an iterative version of this procedure.
Now consider parallelizing each version of this algorithm.
Figure 3-1: Pseudo-code for sequential Fibonacci procedures.
Fib--Recurse(n)
1. IF n = 0 THEN RETURN 0
2.. IF n = 1 THEN RETURN 1
3.. RETURN Fib-Recurse(n-l) + Fib-Recurse(n-2)
Fib--Iter (n)
1. IF n = 0 THEN RETURN 0
2. IF n = 1 THEN RETURN 1
3. fib <- 0
4. fib2 <- 1
5. FOR i <- 2 TO n
6. temp <- fib
7. fib <- fib + fib2
8. fib2 <- temp
9. RETURN fib
23
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The recursive Fibonacci procedure might immediately suggest a divide and conquer
parallel solution on a binary tree. The parallelization of this code would begin with a single
copy of the code on the root of the tree. Every time the recursive call is made, the code
would replicate itself onto each of its children passing the left child the argument (n - 1)
and the right child the argument (n - 2). When the base case of the recursion is reached
by any of the spawned processes, the result is passed up to its parent and the process
terminates and may be deallocated. When any process receives a result from both of its
children, it sums those results and passes that sum to its parent at which time it terminates
and may be deallocated. The final result will be found at the root when the entire process
completes.
The iterative Fibonacci procedure does not immediately suggest any direct paralleliza-
tion. In fact, every iteration of the loop depends directly on the previous iteration of the
loop and furthermore the statements within the loop cannot be reordered. The loop can
be reduced to a single assignment, fib [n] <- fib [n-1] + fib [n-2 ], if an array is
used to store all of the first n Fibonacci numbers, but that still leaves it impossible to find
a way to parallelize this algorithm.
The conclusions that can be drawn from these observations suggest that, for a general
piece of code, parallelization may not be possible. Further, note that the sequential recur-
sive Fibonacci algorithm has a running time with complexity O(n). 1 It is easy to confirm
that the algorithm has exponential complexity by observing that Fib-Recurse (n+2)
must compute Fib-Recurse (n) twice. The parallel version of this algorithm will take
about 2n steps to complete assuming that spawning new processes takes only one step
and that there is a processor for every new process spawned.2 This is because (n - 1)
processes will be spawned by following the left-most branches and each of these processes
must also pass a value back up to its parent. The iterative algorithm, however, will take
about n steps to complete on a single processor. These results also do not bode well for a
general system to parallelize sequential code.
Nonetheless, parallelization of sequential code may still prove to be a useful approach
'The value of 0q is the golden ratio: (1 + v'5)/2 = 1.61803...
2These assumptions are both quite optimistic.
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in porting certain applications to parallel machines. Techniques similar to those used by
today's optimizing compilers can be extended to discover independent blocks of code
which may be run as separate processes. Sequential object-oriented code may perhaps be
parallelized with some degree of success by making separate processes out of the various
objects. Also, it is often possible to pipeline software onto multiple processors, in much
the same way that hardware is pipelined, to make multiple instances of an algorithm run
faster.
3.1.2 Static Task Graphs
The remaining programming models all relate to designing algorithms which are explicitly
parallel in nature.. All but the last of these is based on a graph theoretic model of parallel
computation. In fact, these graph models also apply directly to the parallelization of se-
quential code where, although the programmer isn't concerned with modeling the parallel
computation explicitly, the compiler must construct a graph of the parallelized version
of the code at some stage. Graph theoretic models are appropriate for modeling parallel
computations because, when viewed abstractly, parallel computations always consist of
some set of communicating processes. The processes may be viewed as nodes and the
communications as edges which form a graph. This graph is equivalent to the abstract
view of the parallel computation and so a language which can be used to describe such
a graph can also be used to describe a parallel computation. In addition, there are many
known algorithms for representing, manipulating, and analyzing graphs that may be ben-
eficially applied to descriptions of parallel computations. Another benefit to the graph
models is certainly that the topology of any real parallel computer is necessarily based on
some graph model.
The first and simplest of these models is the static task graph [16]. A static task graph
is the most basic way of modeling a parallel computation. In the static task graph, each
node represents a process and each edge represents where two processes communicate
with one another. In this model, the parallel algorithm is designed as a set of static and
persistent processes which communicate via explicit message passing. The simplicity of
this model is its probably its biggest advantage. Whenever considering a parallel algorithm
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in abstract terms, the static task graph is likely to come to mind. If the parallel computation
is a divide and conquer algorithm, the graph will usually be a tree; for a parallel matrix
multiple algorithm, the graph will probably be a mesh; and parallel FFT algorithms usually
correspond to butterfly graphs.
In addition to the conceptual simplicity and applicability of static task graphs, they are
also easy to describe textually in the form of a language. There are two common ways of
doing this: describing the nodes or describing the connections. In a language describing
the nodes, all the different types of nodes are given a description of which other nodes they
communicate with. Thus, to describe a complete binary tree, there would be three different
node types: one for the root, one for the leaves, and one for all the intermediate nodes.
The Prep-P system uses a graph description language GDL [1] which describes graphs in
terms of their nodes. Figure 3-2 shows the GDL description of a complete binary tree and
Figure 3-3 shows the GDL description of an 8 x 8 mesh. As can be seen, any graph may
be expressed in this way, although perhaps not without some tedium. Languages which
describe the connections rather than the nodes may provide more compact descriptions for
regular graphs. These languages begin by labeling some arbitrary set of nodes and then
describing which nodes connect to which others. The OREGAMI system uses LaRCS [8]
which is actually based on the Temporal Communication Graph described in a following
section. LaRCS may however used to describe static task graphs in terms of their edges
as demonstrated in Figs. 3-4 and 3-5 which describe a complete binary tree and a mesh
respectively.
3.1.3 Process-Time Graphs
While the static task graph gives a view of the total algorithm with all its processes and all
their communications in one instance, the process-time graph [9] instead shows the activity
of each process over time. This is a model which was actually developed in conjunction
with the parallelization of sequential code. Here, process activity is viewed as a sequence
of atomic events where each event is either some finite computation or a communication
with another process. The sequence of atomic events for each process is represented as
a linear chain of nodes connected by directed edges indicating the temporal ordering of
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Figure 3-2: GDL code for a complete binary tree.
events. Directed edges moving forward in time from one process to another represent
where one process communicates with another. The distance a communication moves
forward in time indicates how many atomic events take place from when the message is
sent to when it is received.
This model, based directly upon Lamport's process-time diagrams [5], provides a
detailed view of the algorithm's operation over time. In fact, thinking about the process-
time diagram when designing, implementing, or debugging a parallel computation will
often be a useful exercise. The model forces the programmer to consider what every
process is doing during each atomic step and will immediately show problems with
process synchronization as well as showing when parallelism is being exploited effective
and when it is not. The major drawback to this model is that it fails to present a simple
abstract view of the algorithm which it describes. In other words, glancing at a process-
time graph does not immediately suggest the conceptual structure of the algorithm in
question. Figure 3-6 shows a process-time graph for a parallel merge-sort algorithm.
nodecount = 15
procedure ROOT
nodetype: { i == 1 }
port LCHILD: { 2 * i }
port RCHILD: { (2 * i) + 1 }
procedure MIDDLE
nodetype: { i > 1 && i < (nodecount + 1) / 2 }
port PARENT: { i / 2 }
port LCHILD: { i * 2 }
port RCHILD: { (2 * i) + 1 }
procedure LEAF
nodetype: { i >= (nodecount + 1) / 2 && i <= nodecount }
port PARENT: { i / 2 }
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width = 8
height = 8
nodecount = width * height
procedure UPLEFT
nodetype: { i == 1 }
port RIGHT: { i + 1 }
port DOWN: { i + width }
procedure UPMID
nodetype: { i > 1 && i < width }
port RIGHT: { i + 1 }
port LEFT: { i - 1 }
port DOWN: { i + width }
procedure UPRIGHT
nodetype: { i == width }
port LEFT: { i - 1 }
port DOWN: { i + width }
procedure LEFTMID
nodetype: { i > 1 && i mod width == 1 && i < (nodecount - width) }
port RIGHT: { i + 1 }
port UP: { i - width }
port DOWN: { i + width }
procedure MIDDLE
nodetype: { i > width && i < (nodecount - width)
&& i mod width != 1 && i mod width != O }
port RIGHT: { i + 1 }
port LEFT: { i - 1 }
port UP: { i - width }
port DOWN: { i + width }
procedure RIGHTMID
nodetype: { i > width && i mod width == 0 && i < nodecount }
port LEFT: { i - 1 }
port UP: { i - width }
port DOWN: { i + width }
procedure DOWNLEFT
nodetype: { i == (nodecount - width + 1) }
port RIGHT: { i + 1 }
port UP: { i - width }
procedure DOWNMID
nodetype: { i > (nodecount - width + 1) && i < nodecount }
port RIGHT: { i + 1 }
port LEFT: { i - 1 }
port UP: { i - width }
procedure DOWNRIGHT
nodetype: { i == nodecount }
port LEFT: { i - 1 }
port UP: { i - width }
Figure 3-3: GDL code for an 8 x 8 mesh.
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Figure 3-4: LaRCS code for a complete binary tree.
Figure 3-5: LaRCS code for a mesh.
static_binary_tree(levels)
nodelabels 1..2**levels - 1;
comtype lchild(i) i <=> 2*i;
comtype rchild(i) i <=> 2*i + 1;
comphase full_tree
forall k in 1..2**(levels-1) - 1
{ lchild(k); rchild(k); }
phase__expr
full_tree;
mesh_2d(width, height)
nodelabels l..width*height;
comtype right_left(i) i <=> i+l;
comtype up_down(i) i <=> i+width;
comphase row(i)
forall j in l..width-1
right_left((i-l-1)*width + j);
comphase column(i)
forall j in 1..height-1
up_down(i + (j-l)*width);
phase_expr
forall i in 1..height
row(i) 
forall i in l..width
column(i);

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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 3-6: A process-time graph for the merge-sort algorithm.
3.1.4 Temporal Communication Graphs
The temporal communication graph [9] is a combination of the static task graph and
the process-time graph. It combines the strengths of each of these previous models by
providing a concise conceptual view of a parallel algorithm while also capturing the details
of the algorithm's temporal behavior. Graphically, this model essentially consists of both
the static task graph and the process-time graph. The static task graph may, however,
be augumented with color to show which edges are active simultaneously. The process-
time graph then may be viewed as the static task graph if unrolled in time; likewise,
the static task graph may be viewed as the process-time graph projected onto a single
instance in time. The important observations about temporal communication graphs are
that they may be concisely described by a textual language and that they provide all the
information needed to perform optimal contraction, placement, and routing when mapped
to a parallel machine. These observations are what make the temporal communication
graph an important model in its own right.
In this model, as derived from the two previous models, a parallel computation is
designed as a set of static and persistent processes which compute and communicate at
distinct and well-defined instances in time. This is probably how a programmer designing
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a parallel algorithm using either of the two previous models alone would actually con-
ceive the algorithm. Using temporal communication graphs allows the programmer to
fully describe this natural conceptual model in a concise and unambiguous format. The
model is also both expressive and flexible. Most regular communication structures have a
natural representation and algorithms described using this model are not constrained to a
particular machine or architecture. These features arise naturally in temporal communi-
cation graphs because algorithms described in this way are represented abstractly and all
timing is relative to atomic events within the computation itself rather than being relative
to some external global clock.
As mentioned in the section on static task graphs, LaRCS is a language based on the
temporal communication graph model. There has already been an example demonstrating
how LaRCS can be used to describe a static task graph. Figure 3-7 is a LaRCS program
describing level-by-level behavior in a complete binary tree. Temporal information is
expressed by making a distinction between the description of a computation or communi-
cation phase and its instantiation. Thus, the algorithm is fully described by first defining
the static components which make up the static task graph as communication and com-
putation phases and then composing those phases into a phase expression which dictates
the temporal ordering of the phases. This approach is well-suited to capturing regularity
in the graph topology and the distinct phases of logically synchronous computation and
communication.
3.1.5 Dynamic Task Graphs
The major shortcoming of the Temporal Communication Graph as it is described above is
that it can express only parallel computations modeled as static and persistent processes.
Specifically, this means that the processes must all be static in that they are created at
compile-time and persistent in that they exist throughout the lifetime of the computation.
While this allows the description of a large class of parallel computations, it leaves other
computations, such as the parallelization of the recursive Fibonacci procedure presented
earlier in this chapter, difficult or impossible to describe. These compuations are more
naturally described as a system of dynamically created and deallocated processes. This
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Figure 3-7: LaRCS code for leveled execution in a complete binary tree.
levelby_level_binary_tree(levels)
nodelabels 1..2**levels - 1;
comtype lchild(i) i => 2*i;
comtype rchild(i) i => 2*i + 1;
comtype parent(i) i => i/2;
comphase down_tree(k)
forall i in 2**(k-1)..2**k - 1
{ lchild(i); rchild(i); }
comrnphase up_tree(k)
forall i in 2**(k-1)..2**k - 1
parent(i);
pha s e_expr
for phase=l to (levels-l)
down_tree(phase) I>
for phase=levels to 2
up_tree(phase);
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power of expression is exactly what dynamic task graphs provide.
It is possible to extend the temporal communication graph to support the dynamic task
graph model. The static task graph is replaced with a potential task graph. This graph
contains nearly the same information as the static task graph, however, the processes in the
graph are considered in one of two ways. Every process is either a parent process, which
is created statically at compile time, or a descendant, which may potentially be created
at run time. The process-time graph retains the same structure but now processes may
appear or disappear from one logical time step to the next. The processes present at the
initial time step are the parent processes and those which appear at some time step but did
not exist on the previous time step are descendant processes. It should be clear that if no
descendants are ever created and no processes are ever deallocated, this model is identical
to the original temporal communication graph model presented above.
A dynamic system may generally be more difficult to describe than a static system.
However, by focusing attention on descibing computations which dynamically spawn
tasks in a regular and predictable pattern, languages can be developed which are based on
the dynamic task graph model. Essential to such a language is the ability to identify the
parents and their spawned descendants in the potential task graph. Further, the language
should have constructs which express when processes are born and when they die as well
as when they are busy, idle, or communicating with other processes. In fact, the authors of
LaRCS plan to expand it to include notation for describing dynamically evolving parallel
computations in a similar way [8].
3.1.6 The PRAM Model
The parallel random-access machine (PRAM) is a popular theoretical model for present-
ing parallel algorithms [2]. If viewed on a spectrum measuring relative levels of abstract
parallelism for the various models of parallel computation, where parallelization of se-
quential code lies toward the concrete end, then the PRAM model most definitely lies at
the extreme opposite end of that spectrum. The PRAM is an abstract model of parallelism
which unburdens the parallel algorithm designer from worrying about processor inter-
connection networks, bandwidth, and memory organization. The hope is that in using
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the PRAM model the essential attributes of the parallel algorithm will transcend any less
abstract model of parallel computation that might be more closely related to real world
parallel computers. This simply means that if one PRAM algorithm outperforms another,
the relative performance for comprable adaptations to other models should not change
substantively.
The basic PRAM model consists of a set of processes which share a large global memory.
All processes can read and write to the global memory in parallel within a fixed number of
steps that is independent of the number of processes reading or writing the memory at the
same time. In this model, processes no longer communicate via explicit message passing as
they did in the graph models. Instead, processes communicate with one another implicitly
through the shared memory. A process sends a message to any other process by writing
to an agreed upon memory location that will later be read by the process receiving the
message. This model is nearly equivalent to a fully-connected graph but is actually more
powerful because messages need not be explicitly sent to any particular receiver; once data
is in the shared memory, any process is free to read it. This model is very powerful and is
able to capture ideas of abstract parallelism that are physically impossible to implement.
Suppose several processes wish to read or write the same memory cell on the same cycle.
An exclusive-read algorithm is one in which no two processes ever read the same memory
cell at the same time; whereas, a concurrent-read algorithm allows multiple processes to
read a single memory cell on the same cycle. The same distinction is made with respect
to multiple processes writing a single memory cell at the same time. Thus, four different
varieties of PRAM algorithm models arrise based on the ways of dealing with these
situations. The four types are commonly known as
EREW Exclusive Read Exclusive Write,
CREW Concurrent Read Exclusive Write,
ERCW Exclusive Read Concurrent Write, and
CRCW Concurrent Read Concurrent Write.
The most popular types of PRAM algorithms are at the extemes, EREW and CRCW. The
EWER PRAM is a popular model because it comes closest to modeling real machines, while
the CRCW PRAM provides a programming model that is arguably more straightforward.
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The remaining models, CREW and ERCW, provide little additional power or flexibility
and so it is convenient to think of any algorithm which requires either concurrent reads or
writes as being CRCW. The CRCW PRAM has been shown to be more powerful than the
EREW PRAM, but it has been shown that a p-process CRCW algorithm can be no more
than O(logp) times faster that the best p-process EREW algorithm for the same problem
[2]. Further, every algorithm expressible by one model can be expressed by the other.
3.2 Languages for describing parallel computations
The goal for a model of parallel computation is to capture the parallelism of an algorithm
while providing the designer with a model that is easy to work with. The PRAM model
succeeds at both of these but the level of abstract parallelism it achieves translates to
ignoring several important aspects of real parallel machines. Additionally, many algo-
rithms are much easier to consider in terms of some concrete representation and therefore
it is often easier to develop parallel algorithms in some graph model and then generalize
them to the PRAM model. For these reasons, the PRAM model may be more useful as a
theoretical tool than as a practical model for parallel algorithm development and design.
None of the other models, however, is as successful in the goal of capturing parallelism.
The parallelization of sequential code leaves the task of discovering parallelism entirely to
the compiler. Although this model may be the easiest for the programmer, it is unable to
produce satisfactory parallel algorithms. The graph models of parallel computation cap-
ture most of the ideas of parallelism and are easy to work. There restriction in capturing
parallelism is do to their relationship to some fixed interconnection network which the
graph models. This type of network does not allow the use of a one-step parallel broad-
cast which can easily be described by the PRAM model. However, a one-step parallel
broadcast and similar ideas of abstract parallelism are not practical for real machines and
so the restrictions to the graph models are of little practical importance. For these reasons,
graph theoretic models of parallel computation provide the greatest balance of expressive
capability and conceptual simplicity and therefore should be used as the underlying model
for parallel languages.
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Now that several parallel programming models have been examined and one has been
suggested as a basis, it is time to consider what concepts a language for describing parallel
computations should be aimed at capturing. Consider again sequential languages and
compare Figs. 3-8 and 3-9. As these figures clearly demonstrate, C and Lisp have widely
differing syntactic, semantic, and notational conventions as well as separate data storage
models. Notice, however, what the languages have in common: the basic structure of the
QuickSort algorithm remains almost identical for both the C and Lisp versions. It is this
observation that motivates the desire for a parallel programming language to first and
foremost capture the structure of the algorithm, putting issues of syntax, semantics, and
notation aside.
Figure 3-8: C code for sequential QuickSort algorithm.
quicksort ( int *a, int first, int last )
{
int mid;
if ( first < last ) {
mid = partition ( a, first, last );
quicksort ( a, first, mid );
quicksort ( a, mid+l, last );
}
int partition ( int *a, int i, int j
{
int temp;
iIt x = a[i];
while ( TRUE ) {
while ( a[i] <= x ) i++;
while ( a[j] > x ) j--;
if ( i < j ) {
temp = a[i]; a[i] = a[j]; a[j] = temp;
}
else
return j;
-
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Figure 3-9: Lisp code for sequential QuickSort algorithm.
The section focuses on languages which are best at capturing the structure of parallel
algorithms. The details of the computation and logic occuring within individual processes
are not discussed here because individual processes may be programmed following well-
known models of sequential computation with few additional constructs for message
passing and synchronization. Here, instead, the primary considerations are structure and
organization of the global behavior of parallel algorithms.
3.2.1 Graph Description Languages
Graph description languages are the generalization of task communication languages. In
other words, a task communication language is a graph description language being used
for the purpose of describing a parallel computation. As mentioned earlier, the nodes of
the graph can be viewed as representing processes in the computation and the edges as
representing messages sent between a pair of processes. Graph description languages are
closely related to the graph theoretic models of computation presented in the previous
sections.
(defun quicksort (a)
(defun partition (a x)
(defun part (a small large)
(if (null a)
(cons small large)
(if (> (car a) x)
(part (cdr a) small (cons (car a) large))
(part (cdr a) (cons (car a) small) large))))
(part a nil nil))
(if (> (length a) 1)
(let ((part (partition a (car a))))
(append (quicksort (car part))
(quicksort (cdr part))))
a) )

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3.2.2 TTDL
Task Traffic Description Language (TTDL) [12] is a simple intermediate-level language
developed specifically as the front end interface to a scheduled routing system for the
NuMesh. The language is implemented in Common Lisp and describes communication
patterns in a Lisp-like syntax. Execution of a TTDL program results in the creation of a
process-time graph which serves as input to the mapping system. Designed specifically as
an intermediate-level language, TTDL was intended by its author to perhaps eventually
be generated by a some compiler of a high-level language. While this approach may be
feasible, a better approach might be to use a high-level language which itself is capable
of adequately describing communication patterns. This alternative approach is the one
suggested in this thesis.
3.2.3 LaRCS
LaRCS [8] was developed in conjunction with the OREGAMI project [7] as a language for
describing parallel computations for the purpose of mapping. It is a graph description
language based on the temporal communication graph model which allows program-
mers of parallel algorithms to specify the regular communication topology and temporal
communication behavior of parallel algorithms. Designed as a Language for Regular Com-
munication Structures, LaRCS provides an efficient and intuitive notation enabling it to
efficiently describe families of computation graphs. Thus, for any regular communication
graph such as a tree or mesh, the size of the LaRCS code remains constant for all graphs of
the same family, independent of the number of nodes or edges in a particular instance of
the graph family.
The OREGAMI project as a whole is aimed at the comparative analysis of algorithms
for mapping parallel computations to message-passing parallel architectures. This is to
say that OREGAMI allows easy comparison of various proposed solutions to the mapping
problem. OREGAMI was not designed to map parallel computations to any particu-
lar machine nor is it intended as a development environment for parallel computations.
Nonetheless, due in large part to the expressive power of LaRCS, the system might suc-
cessfully be adapted for such purposes. As the system exists now, there are no provisions
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for mapping to real machines, but as a software development environment LaRCS and
OREGAMI provide a very good start.
There are four main constructs found in LaRCS programs. The nodetype declaration
which describes the processes and labels them, occurs near the beginning of a LaRCS
program. Next are the comtype and comphase declarations which are used as templates for
describing communication edges and sets of synchronous communication edges which
form communication phases. The compute declaration is how LaRCS accounts for when a
process is performing any computation. The language currently does not support any way
of describing the details of the computation but does allow specification of a measure of
time the computation is expected to require relative to other computations in the program.
Finally, LaRCS provides the phaseexpr declaration which describes the entire parallel
program in terms of its relative temporal computation and communication behavior.
Figure 3-10 is a simple LaRCS program modeling a parallel merge-sort algorithm on a
binary tree. The behavior of the algorithm can be discerned entirely from the phas e_expr
declaration. Note that the for loop indicates sequential iteration whereas the forall
construct indicates parameterized parallel execution of all selected constructs. The first
loop iterates from the root level of the tree to one level above the leaves and at each level
splits its data then sends one half down to each child. Once the data reaches the leaves,
each leaf sorts the data it receives via some sequential algorithm. Then the data is sent
back up the tree where each parent merges the data it receives from its children. The result
at the root will be the sorted data. The LaRCS code should be straightforward to follow.
As a language for describing parallel computations to be mapped to parallel machines,
LaRCS proves extremely useful. First, it is easy to construct the static task graph from
the LaRCS description. The static task graph is the graph that results when all the com-
munication phases are active simultaneously. Thus the compiler can construct the static
task graph by taking the union of the graphs resulting from every communication phase
specified in the phase expression. Second, the process-time graph is simple to construct
from a LaRCS program. Every sequential step in the phase expression represents one
time step in the process-time diagram; all parallel activity occurs in the same time step.
Communication between a pair of nodes (processes) is assumed to begin in the time step
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merge_sort(levels)
nodetype node labels 1..2**levels-1;
comtype l_child(i,v)
comtype r_child(i,v)
comtype parent(i,v)
node(i) => node(2*i); volume = v;
node(i) => node((2*i) + 1); volume = v;
node(i) => node(i / 2); volume = v;
comphase down(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
{ r_child(i, 2**(levels-k-l));
l_child(i, 2**(levels-k-l)); }
comphase up(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
{ parent(i, 2**(levels-k)); }
compute split(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
{ node(i) volume = 2**(levels-k-1); }
compute sort()
forall i in (2**(levels-l))..(2**levels)-l
{ node(i) volume = 1; }
compute merge(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
{ node(i) volume = 2**(levels-k-l); }
phase__expr
for k = 0 to levels-2
{ split(k) I> down(k)
sort:() I>
for k = levels-1 to 1
{ up(k) I> merge(k-l)
} I>
Figure 3-10: LaRCS code of parallel merge-sort algorithm.

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of the phase where it is specified and end in the next time step. These two facts alone mean
that a LaRCS program provides all the necessary information for a system to perform op-
timal contraction, placement, and routing in mapping the program to a parallel machine.
Equally impressive about LaRCS are its natural and intuitive constructs which lead to ease
of use and understanding by programmers. Therefore, LaRCS fulfills the requirements for
a task communication language.
3.3 LaRCS as an Implementation Language
Despite its strengths, LaRCS was not intended to describe parallel computations for the
purpose of implementation, and as such it requires additional mechanisms before it can be
used successfully as an implementation language. Certainly, LaRCS could benefit from
a macro preprocessor. The most obvious omission, however, is in its inability to express
the details of computation. LaRCS was designed to be used in conjunction with some
other parallel programming language whereby the LaRCS code would model the actual
parallel computation and the OREGAMI system could be used to determine the best way
to map the computation onto the machine for which it was implemented. However, by
augmenting the computation phase to include the actual process code in a given phase for
all processes active during that phase, LaRCS could itself become a viable implementation
language.
The traditional approach to programming a parallel computer is to write the code of
each process and embed within that code the communications with other processes. This
seems natural since all the code for a process is written together to make up that process.
The alternative being suggested is that computation phases be coded as separate entities.
Thus, the entire code for a single process then will be found scattered among all the compu-
tation phases in which that process is active. This idea and its application should actually
make the implementation of parallel algorithms easier because the programmer no longer
has to worry about what every process is doing during every step of the computation.
Instead the programmer can focus on the algorithm and what logically happens in each
phase of the computation. By focusing attention on the algorithm as a whole rather than
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the individual processes used to perform the algorithm, the programmer may avoid deal-
ing explicitly with timing and synchonization of communication and may ignore when
processes are idle., These details can be figured out by a compiler freeing the programmer
from this burden.
Consider by analogy a conductor and an orchestra. The conductor represents the
programmer, the orchestra is the set of parallel processes, and the piece of music is the
details of the algorithm. The conductor could attempt to direct the orchestra by directing
each member of the orchestra simultaneously. This might be ideal for members of the
orchestra since they would be given constant and explicit instructions on how to play
throughout the entire piece of music. It goes without saying that the conductor would
have a much more difficult go at it. Instead, the conductor examines the music and directs
certain members of the orchestra at certain times while focusing on other members at
other times. In this way, the conductor is able to be merely mortal and still direct the
entire orchestra, while members of the orchestra are given enough information to play
the whole piece successfully without explicit direction for every note. In the same way, a
programmers job should be much easier by focusing on programming the algorithm by
instructing various processes only when they are active rather than by explicitly providing
instructions to every process for the entire lifetime of the algorithm.
Returning to the merge-sort example, Fig. 3-11 shows sample pseudo-code for merge-
sort intended as a single instruction stream for every process. In the code, pid refers to
the unique process identifier and root, parent, Ichild, and rchild are intended as symbolic
names for the appropriate process identifiers. This description of merge-sort as a parallel
algorithm is incomplete because, while the programmer may clearly intend it to be imple-
mented with a binary tree of processes in divide-and-conquer fashion, a compiler can not
possibly know this. The compiler must be supplied with that information in a form such
as the existing LaRCS merge-sort code from Fig. 3-10. Consider instead, if the pseudo-
code were embedded within the LaRCS code. This model allows the programmer to write
one source combining communication and computation phase information and ultimately
provides a simpler model for implementing parallel algorithms. Figure 3-12 shows the
LaRCS augmented with pseudo-code for the parallel merge-sort algorithm. The particular
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merge__sort_process ()
1. IF pid = root THEN
2.. list <- the input array
3. ELSE
4. WAIT(parent)
5. list <- RECEIVE(parent)
6.. n <- LENGTH(list)
7. IF n > 2 THEN
8. SEND(lchild, list[l..(n/2)])
9. SEND(rchild, list[(n/2)+l..n])
10.. ELSE
11. IF list[l] > list[2] THEN
12. SWAP list[l] <-> list[2]
13. SEND(parent, list)
14. WAIT(lchild, rchild)
15. lista <- RECEIVE(lchild); a <- LENGTH(lista)
16. listb <- RECEIVE(rchild); b <- LENGTH(listb)
17. i <- j <- k <- 1
18. lista[a+l] <- listb[b+l] <- infinity
19. WHILE (i <= a) or (j <= b) DO
20. IF lista[i] < listb[j] THEN
21. newlist[k] <- lista[i]; i <- i + 1
22. ELSE
23. newlist[k] <- listb[j]; j <- j + 1
24. k <- k + 1
25. IF pid = root THEN
26. theoutputarray <- newlist
27. ELSE
28. SEND(parent, newlist)
Figure 3-11: Pseudo-code for parallel merge-sort algorithm.
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choice of an augmentation language is relatively unimportant and perhaps could be one
of several languages which the programmer could choose.
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merge_sort (levels)
nodetype node labels 1..2**levels-1;
comtype l_child(i,v) node(i) => node(2*i); volume = v;
comtype r_child(i,v) node(i) => node((2*i) + 1); volume = v;
comtype parent(i,v) node(i) => node(i / 2); volume = v;
comphase down(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
rchild(i, 2**(levels-k-l)); l_child(i, 2**(levels-k-l)); }
comphase up(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
{ parent(i, 2**(levels-k)); }
compute split(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
{ node(i): 1. IF pid = root THEN
2. list <- the input array
3. ELSE
4. list <- RECEIVE(parent)
5. n <- LENGTH(list)
6. SEND(l_child, list[l..(n/2)])
7. SEND(r_child, list[(n/2)+l..n])
compute sort()
forall i in (2**(levels-l))..(2**levels)-1
{ node(i): 1. list <- RECEIVE(parent)
2. IF list[l] > list[2] THEN
3. SWAP list[l] <-> list[2]
4. SEND(parent, list)
compute merge(k)
forall i in (2**k)..(2**(k+l))-1
{ node(i): 1. lista <- RECEIVE(l_child); a <- LENGTH(lista)
2. listb <- RECEIVE(r child); b <- LENGTH(listb)
3. i <- j <- k <- 1
4. lista[a+l] <- listb[b+l] <- infinity
5. WHILE (i <= a) or (j <= b) DO
6. IF lista[i] < listb[j] THEN
7. newlist[k] <- lista[i]; i <- i + 1
8. ELSE
9. newlist[k] <- listb[j]; j <- j + 1
10. k <- k + 1
11. IF pid = root THEN
12. the output array <- newlist
13. ELSE
14. SEND(parent, newlist) }
phaseexpr
for k = 0 to levels-2
{ split(k) > down(k) } I>
sort:() I>
for k = levels-1 to 1
{ up(k) 1> merge(k-l) };
Figure 3-12: LaRCS augmented with pseudo-code of parallel merge-sort algorithm.

Chapter 4
The Mapping Problem
A specific type of parallel programming problem is in consideration for this thesis and the
NuMesh in general. The problems being looked at are ones which may be characterized
abstractly as a static set of communicating parallel processes. The mapping problem
involves the assignment of these processes to physical processors and the routing of logical
communication along the physical interconnection network of the machine.
Until recently, most parallel processing systems relied on the programmer to do the
mapping and upon a dynamic routing system that did not utilize information about
the communication patterns of the the computation. Systems such as Prep-P [1] and
OREGAMI [7] attempt to automate the mapping problem by providing modules to perform
the three main functions needed in the mapping problem. This chapter presents a broad
overview of the problem and presents many possible solutions with some benefits and
drawbacks of each listed.
4.1 Abstract View of the Mapping Problem
4.1.1 Three Phases of the Mapping Problem
Given a characterization of a parallel computation and of a parallel architecture, a system
automatically solving the mapping problem needs to do contraction, placement, and rout-
ing. For an abstract view of the mapping problem, see Fig. 4-1. Contraction is the phase
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in which the parallel processes are grouped together into clusters until there are at most as
many clusters as processors. A computation may abstractly have many cooperating pro-
cesses while a given machine will only have a fixed number of processors. The processes
within a cluster will have to share the single processor which they are assigned to in the
placement phase. The routing phase of the mapping problem has traditionally been done
at run-time in a dynamic fashion. In this way, logical communication between tasks is not
assigned any fixed physical data path, but rather the path is variable and generated for
each message as it travels through the network. The NuMesh approach is to use static (or
scheduled) routing whereby the data path for each message is determined at compile time.
Program: NuMesh:
.T : :T t- N e'~ .' - ,' '. .-
/
(T T
* Graph Contraction
* Task Placement
* Communication Routing
Figure 4-1: An abstract view of the mapping problem.
4.1.2 Goal of the Mapping Problem
The goal of the mapping problem is to map a parallel computation onto a parallel machine
in a way which achieves the most efficient use of resources while performing the computa-
tion in the most efficient way. In almost every case, both halves of the goal are equivalent.
That is to say, if the machine's resources are being used efficiently then that computation
will proceed swiftly, and if the computation is running efficiently, that it is likely the case
that the machine's resources are being used in a balanced and cost effective manner. This
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is exactly as one would expect.
4.1.3 Solving the Mapping Problem
The mapping problem is not a trivial one to solve. It is convenient to consider the problem
as having the three distinct phases: contraction, placement, and routing. Abstractly, the
phases would be run independently and in sequence to provide a nearly optimal solution.
The contraction phase would have the goal of distributing the processes in an equal fashion
so that all processors would be assigned n processes before any would be assigned n + 1
processes. The placement phase could simply assign a physical processor number to
each of the clusters generated in the first phase. Routing would then be accomplished by
using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for finding the all pairs shortest paths solution for all
messages which must communicate at logically synchronous times. While this is a nice
model and one that may be reasonable to implement, it is often naive in its approach. Figure
4-2 shows the mapping problem phases during an example of mapping an application to
an architecture.
Contraction, placement, and routing are more likely to provide an optimal solution
to the mapping problem if they are computed together in a cooperative manner. To see
why this is so, consider the metrics which are being optimized: efficient use of machine
resources and efficient computation.
The metric for computational efficiency is generally either time or space: how long
does the computation take and how much memory does it require. Neither of these can be
directly mapped to the problems of contraction, placement, or routing. Instead, consider
the metrics used to determine efficient use of resources. These will generally be the ratio
of busy to idle processors and the total volume of network traffic. For a constant amount
of work, a higher busy to idle ratio indicates that more work is being done in parallel and
that each processor will become free sooner since it has less work to do. Since network
communication is more costly than accessing data local to a processor, a lower overall
volume of network traffic will generally lead to faster computation and also require fewer
network resources, thereby reducing congestion. This set of metrics has an immediate
mapping to the contraction, placement, and routing problems.
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4.2 Contraction
Given that a higher busy to idle ratio is better, how should contraction proceed? Here, the
goal should be to not group together processes which are active at logically synchronous
times. This won't always be possible because in some computations all processes are busy
all the time, but in computations such as merge sort which exhibit a leveled execution
structure (i.e. where all processes at a level compute simultaneously), contraction which
accounts for the dynamic behavior of the computation may have clear benefits. Addition-
ally, it is possible to minimize network traffic by grouping together processes which are
active at different times but communicate directly with one another between the different
computational phases.
Several algorithms have been developed to perform contraction. Some of these algo-
rithms fail to directly account for the metrics listed above but have proven themselves
useful in systems where dynamic behavior of the parallel computation is not available at
compile time. These algorithms consider the parallel computation only in terms of its static
task graph. One such algorithm attempts to minimize the total interprocessor communi-
cation volume for a fixed maximum number of processes per processor [7]. This works
in a greedy fashion by grouping processes together that have the largest communication
volume between them. This maximum weighted matching more or less continues until
the number of clusters is less than or equal to the number of processors.
Another contraction algorithm based upon group theory is capable of working only on
parallel computations whose static task graph is a Cayley graph [7]. This algorithm does
take advantage of the computation phases because it examines the communication phases
in determining the generators of the group from which the Cayley graph is derived.
Neither of these existing algorithms is fully satisfactory because some are restricted
in scope while others they do not take advantage of the dynamic behavior of the parallel
computation. To remedy this situation a new algorithm is proposed and presented in a
high-level conceptual form. The algorithm takes advantage of the dynamic behavior in a
completely general way and then defaults to a maximum weighted matching solution if a
complete contraction has not been generated.
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1. Choose a load balancing constraint. This is the maximum number of processes per
processor and thus the maximum number of processes which can be grouped in the
same cluseter. A good value for this will often be 1 + # processes/# processors.
2. Partition the processes into groups where every member of each group is busy during
the same logical phase of computation. In other words, all the processes busy during
the first phase are placed in a group, all the processes busy during the second phase
are placed in another group, and so on. Note that these groups do not necessarily
form disjoint sets of the processes.
3. Create clusters of processes subject to the load balancing constraint. Let n be the
maximum number of processes allowed per cluster by the load balancing constraint.
Then clusters can be created by choosing one element from each of up to n different
groups such that no element chosen for the cluster appears in more than one of the n
groups from which the elements were chosen. Note that if the groups form disjoint
sets this additional constraint is not a concern.
4. Organize the clusters into groups. The previous step creates all possible clusters of
processes which do not compute during the same phase. The obvious constraint in
selecting which clusters to use is that each process should occur only once in the set
of clusters chosen. This immediately suggests that the clusters be grouped according
to one of the elements in the cluster. This will result in a group of clusters which all
contain process 0, a group of all clusters which contain process 1 except if the cluster
is already in the first group, and so on.
5. Select the clusters to use for this contraction. Choose a cluster from the first group.
Now eliminate from consideration all other clusters which contain any process con-
tained in this cluster. Continue by selecting a cluster from a remaining group and
prune the remaining clusters as before. This procedure will obtain one possible
contraction. Repeat it, choosing a different cluster from the first group to obtain an
alternate contraction. Any contraction which has the exact number of clusters as
processors and includes every process is an optimal contraction.
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6. If an optimal contraction is not generated by the preceding step, choose a contraction
with the largest number of clusters. In this case there will processes which are
not in any cluster. Some set of heuristics should now be used to determine which
set of clusters will produce the best contraction. An effective method is to use the
maximum weighted matching solution as mentioned above. This will choose a set
of clusters which will attempt to minimize interprocessor communication among the
clusters which have already been selected as well as the processes not yet belonging
to any such cluster.
This contraction algorithm is only useful for parallel computations which proceed with
distinct computation phases that utilize differing sets of processes. If a parallel computa-
tion exhibits behavior where all processes are always busy, then this algorithm will default
to a maximum weighted matching procedure and may not produce an optimal solution.
However, this algorithm could easily be modified to account for more sophisticated load
balancing considerations that might, for instance, take into account the load a particular
process would place on a particular processor. In such cases, clusters would be selected
that created a lower maximum load over all time.
Still other algorithms exist for contraction [1]. Because none of these algorithms is
sensitive to computation phases, any of them may be used as a stand alone algorithm or as
a replacement for the maximum weighted matching solution in the algorithm presented
above. The first such algorithm is an oblivious block contraction algorithm. In the block
algorithm, consecutive processes or clusters are grouped together. This simplest of all algo-
rithms turns out to be surprisingly effective in many cases. The reason for this algorithm's
effectiveness is probably because many parallel computations are designed with nodes
ordered according to some perceived notion of locality by the programmer. Two similar
contraction algorithms are cyclic and random. In the cyclic algorithm process i is assigned
to processor (i mod N) while in the random algorithm processes are randomly assigned to
processors. These algorithms typically have poor performance, but they can provide good
control cases against which to measure more sophisticated algorithms. The remaining two
algorithms are closely related to one another and both are sensitive to communication vol-
ume as was the maximum weighted matching algorithm. These are general optimization
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algorithms applied to the problem of contraction. The first is simulated annealing which is
described in Sec. 4.3.1 and the second is local neighborhood search [1] which is really just a
special, simplfied case of simulated annealing where temperature is not a factor and no
bad moves are ever accepted.
4.2.1 Another Way of Viewing Contraction
In the above algorithms for contraction, the goal was to produce a contraction for a
particular architecture. This grew out of the desire to optimize with respect to the processor
busy to idle ratio. Another way of viewing contraction is purely in terms of the abstract
static task communication graph. In fact, this is exactly the way the Cayley contraction
mentioned above works. The goal in this approach is to produce a graph with the same
characteristics as the original graph but with fewer nodes. Graph theoretic techniques
which take advantage of a graph's symmetry or recursive structure can effectively contract
certain classes of graphs. Unfortunately, these techniques are not applicable to general
graphs where contraction only makes sense with respect to some other graph, the target
architecture.
All contraction procedures completely determine the processor busy to idle ratio. So
only the metric of network traffic volume remains to be minimized during the placement
and routing phases.
4.3 Placement
Once a successful contraction has been found, each cluster must be assigned to a physical
processor. This process is known as placement or embedding. The goal in doing placement
is to assign clusters to processors such that the overall weighted message dilation is kept to
a minimum. Achieving this goal is equivalent to optimizing resource usage. A successful
placement will certainly contribute to a lower network traffic volume because each message
will be in the network for less time on average.
A simple algorithm for doing placement uses a nearest-neighbor greedy approach [7].
This method places highly communicating clusters on adjacent neighbors in the network.
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Because the algorithm uses a greedy approach, it is possible for it to find a non-optimal
placement in terms of minimizing the total weighted dilation. The algorithm works by first
sorting the weighted edges in the graph formed by the clusters. The edges are traversed
once in linear fashion and the clusters at the ends of the edges are assigned to the closest
available processors until all clusters have been assigned to a processor. The advantages
of this algorithm are that it is easy to understand and implement.
Kernighan and Lin developed a divide-and-conquer circuit placement algorithm in [3]
which may be applied to the placement of processes onto an interconnection network [1].
The algorithm begins with a random placement of clusters onto the network which, for
purposes of description, will be an n x n mesh. Each recursive iteration first determines
the four subgraphs of the cluster graph which have the lowest total number of edges
between them. These subgraphs can be determined using methods similar to those used
for contraction; a maximum matching solution should prove adequate. Next all 4! = 24
possible placements into the quadrants are considered and evaluated based on the total
distance between communicating processes. Every process is considered to be at the
center of its quadrant during this computation since its exact location is not yet known.
The algorithm continues recursively on each quadrant. This algorithm can be easily
generalized to placing clusters onto any physical network which has a recursive structure.
Most of the techniques mentioned in the section on contraction may be applied in
some form to the placement problem as well. Block and cyclic placement degenerate to
simply placing cluster i onto processor i since there are guaranteed to be fewer than or an
equal number of clusters as processors. Random placement works as expected. Maximum
weighted matching is closely analogous to the nearest neighbor greedy approach described
above. Simulated annealing (and its simplification to local neighborhood search) has been
shown to be quite effective in placement and deserves a more detailed description.
4.3.1 Simulated Annealing
This algorithm also begins with a random embedding but then uses the method of simu-
lated annealing [4] in its attempt to minimize total weighted dilation. Simulated annealing
works by evaluating and attempting to minimize a cost function via an iterative process.
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A cost function for placement could be the total weighted dilation. At each step of the
iteration, a random pair of processors is chosen and the effect of interchanging the clusters
assigned to each is considered. The clusters are always exchanged if the move results in
lowering the cost function; if the move increases the cost function, there is a probability
based on the temperature of the system that the exchange will still be allowed. This prob-
ability p of acceptance for cost function difference and temperature t is given by the
Boltzmann distribution:
-6p=et
The process begins at a high temperature which essentially melts the embedding by al-
lowing random moves to take place. After some number of exchanges are attempted, the
temperature is gradually lowered and the some number of exchanges are attempted again.
This continues until the embedding becomes frozen which occurs when the temperature
has reached some minimum and the cost function stabilizes around some minimum value.
Simulated annealing attempts to model the physical annealing process whereby a
system is first brought to an excited (high temperature) state and then gradually cooled.
This process will tend to order a physical system and thereby reduce its total energy. In
the same way that annealing can be done to metal or glass to make it less brittle, simulated
annealing can be used to make interprocessor communication less costly during the run-
time of a parallel computation.
Because this algorithm randomly chooses processors to consider and has the ability to
accept a move that increases the cost function, it is unlikely that it will settle on a local
minimum. The algorithm does have the drawback of being non-deterministic in nature
and so it is not guaranteed to find a solution. Further, this implies that no useful upper
bound exists on the time required to find an optimal solution. However, in all but the
most unlucky cases, the simulated annealing approach will eventually arrive at an optimal
solution.
It is worth mentioning that while simulated annealing is a powerful optimization
tool for solving the mapping problem, it may also be expressed as a parallel computation
which would benefit from the techniques described in this thesis. Abstractly, in the parallel
version of simulated annealing, there is one global configuration of the system that each
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process looks at. But now multiple processes attempt simultaneous exchanges of disjoint
pairs of, in this case, clusters. Each process randomly chooses two clusters and locks them
so that another process cannot also choose either of them. The cost function is computed
for each potential exchange with a snapshot view of the system at the time the clusters
were locked and compared with the global cost function value which may be updated at
any time and does not necessarily represent the previous cost as in the sequential case. This
automatically adds some chaos and non-determinism to the system because many clusters
may be swapped at a logically synchronous time without knowledge of any of the other
exhanges. Again, this non-determinism makes it highly unlikely that the system will settle
on a local minimum.
4.3.2 Combining Contraction and Placement
As stated earlier in this chapter, the best way to arrive a good solution to the mapping
problem may be to compute contraction, placement, and routing in some cooperative
manner rather than as distinct processes. Now is a useful time to notice that contraction
and placement may be combined into one operation. A combined approach to contraction
and placement has more flexibility in assigning logical processes to physical processors.
When contraction is done in isolation, the topology of the network is not considered
because it is assumed that the placement phase will handle that. While placement done
in isolation ignores processor load constraints and interprocess communication volume
by assuming that contraction has taken care of that. In truth, these problems are not
independent and therefore benefit from a solution which considers them simultaneously.
Simulated annealing provides a simple way of doing contraction and placement at
the same time. The idea is to come up with a cost function which takes into account
processor load and message dilation simultaneously. Pairs of individual processes may
then be randomly considered for exchange based on the value of the cost function at each
iteration. The details of this process are described below.
A critical element in making this algorithm successful is the cost function. Any time
two processes which are active on the same phase of the parallel computation are placed
together, the cost function should increase. Likewise, the cost should increase when highly
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communicating processes are placed further apart. Clearly, many such functions fit these
criteria. The more accurately processor load and communication volume and contention
are modeled the better the solution generated by this approach. However, more accurate
modeling usually makes it more expensive to calculate the cost function. This could greatly
affect the performance of the contraction and placement being done here.
A relatively simple cost function provides an inexpensive, yet effective, computation
for doing contraction and placement. The cost function takes the form
Ct = WCCc + Wpcp
where Ct is total cost, Wc is the weight for contraction, Cc is the cost of the contraction,
Wp is the weight for placement, and Cp is the cost for placement. The cost function for
contraction will simply be
(- = Z (# simultaneously busy processes on p)
pEProcessors
For placement, the cost function will be
Cv = Ve * (min# hops between start and end processors)
eEEdges
where Ve is the communication volume of the edge.
A second critical factor in this combined approach is determining which processes to
consider for exchange during each iteration. The placement can begin with a random
distribution of processes to processors subject to the load balancing constraint. At each
iteration a pair of processors should be chosen at random. Now individual processes
must be movable among processors otherwise the random clustering will persist. There
must also be the ability to swap n processes on the first processor with m processes on
the second processor of the pair provided that this exchange does not violate the load
balancing constraint. Without this ability, the random sizes of the clusters would persist.
Thus, once the processor pair has been randomly chosen, a random set of processes
should be chosen from each processor of the pair. In other words, for each process on
both of the processors, randomly decide whether that process should be moved (flip a
coin for each process). This will result in a set of processes, which could be empty, from
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each processor to be moved. If one of the sets is larger than the other, the exchange could
violate the load balancing constraint for one of the processors. If this happens, either
choose new sets as before or throw away a process from the set which is too large. The
second method is probably better because the choosing new sets may result in the same
problem many times. Once suitable sets have been chosen, calculate the cost function and
make the exchange according to the simulated annealing algorithm.
The mapping problem for a general system is known to be NP-complete. This is
why the generic simulated annealing approach was chosen rather than some algorithm
specifically intended for mapping. Nonetheless, other more specific algorithms may be
used for simultaneously solving the contraction and placement phases of the mapping
problem. Many such solutions exist for restricted, but well-known cases. These so-called
canned mappings exist for a number of popular logical topologies being mapped to familiar
physical topologies. Canned mappings have been developed by researchers manually and
have been shown to be optimal. Table 4.1 [6, 7] contains a partial list of canned mappings.
Besides being useful for the actual mappings they perform, canned mappings may
provide useful insights into effective general mapping solutions. The goal of any general
mapping algorithm should be to provide an optimal solution regardless of regularity. An
algorithm's performance on a mapping problem where an optimal solution is known is
often a good indicator of how well the algorithm will perform in general. Furthermore,
analysis of where a generic algorithm fails to generate an optimal solution may provide
insights in developing better generic mapping algorithms. This analysis is likely to show
that certain cost functions result in better mappings to particular topologies. A compiler
with such knowledge would prove to be extremely useful.
4.4 Routing
Much of the previous section discussed the mapping problem as if routing were not a part
of it. In many ways, this may actually be the case. A prevalent way of viewing a parallel
computer is as a collection of (perhaps heterogenous) processors connected to one another
by some fixed interconnection network. The machine operates with each processor doing
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Table 4.1: Selected canned mappings
* An n level complete binary tree to an n dimensional hypercube.
* An n level complete binary tree to an (n - 1) dimensional hypercube.
* A complete binary tree to a mesh.
* An n level complete binomial tree to an n dimensional hypercube by Gray
code labeling.
* An n level complete binomial tree to a 2 n/2 x 2 n/2 mesh if n is even, or a
2 Ln/2 x 2 Fn/21 mesh if n is odd by Gray code reflection.
* A complete binomial tree to a deBruijn graph by combinatorial shift register
sequences.
* A mesh to a hypercube where each dimension of the mesh is a power of 2.
* A mesh of trees to a hypercube.
* A pyramid to a hypercube.
* A 1-D array to a mesh of arbitrary dimension.
* A chordal ring to a hypercube.
* A ring to a hypercube by Gray code reflection.
* A ring to a mesh.
* A ring to a deBruijn graph by enumeration of necklaces or shift register
sequences.
* A 2 n-1 node xtree to an n dimensional hypercube.
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some relatively independent computation and communicating with other processors by
sending messages onto the network to various destinations. The responsibility for routing
messages to their destinations rests with the network itself. In this environment, routing is
done not as part of the mapping problem but rather as part of the run-time environment.
This is a familiar dynamically routed system.
In the case of a statically routed machine, however, routing must be performed as
the final stage of the mapping problem. As with contraction and placement, it is best to
attack routing by considering what metrics are to be optimized. An effective routing is
one which minimizes total weighted network traffic volume and contention. This means
that messages should attempt to always take the shortest possible path while avoiding
using any network link that is simultaneously in use by another message. A very useful
observation is that minimizing the total time messages spend in the network is equivalent
to minimizing network volume and contention. This is because using fewer network links
and not having to wait for busy network links both reduce the time the message spends in
the network.
One of the most obvious ways to compute routing is by using a greedy approach.
For each message, choose the shortest possible path and then either ignore contention by
waiting for the path to become available or select some other path to the destination. This
solution is simple enough that it is what is often employed by dynamic routing systems.
The problem with an approach like this is that each message is routed without considering
the other messages in the system. Both oblivious and adaptive routing approaches like
this are likely to fail to produce an optimal solution because neither takes advantage of
global information and the problem does not exhibit the optimal substructure property.
A better approach to routing would be to consider all messages sent by the parallel
computation throughout its lifetime. This then might be viewed as a problem extremely
similar to the combined contraction and placement problem. The system starts with the
set of all messages and the set of all possible paths between every pair of processors and
attempts to place messages onto paths in a way that will minimized overall message vol-
ume and contention. Because the set of all possible paths between every pair of processors
may be too many to consider, it will usually suffice to consider only all paths between
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every pair of processors which have fewer than some fixed number of links. Simulated
annealing is a suitable technique for solving this optimization problem just as it was in
the case of contraction and placement. In fact, the same simulated annealing code module
may be reused by simply passing in a different cost function.
Unlike placement, finding shortest paths is not an NP-complete problem and therefore
more specific optimization techniques other than simulated annealing may be applied. An
all pairs shortest path algorithm such as the one developed by Floyd-Warshall may be used
here. Note that a weighted implementation of this algorithm must be employed here to
allow a message to take a longer route than the physically shortest path in terms of number
of links. In other words, once a path has been used, its weight should be increased to deter
other messages from using it. The shortest paths being computed should ultimately be
the shortest in time rather than physical links. The time for such an algorithm is generally
O(V3 ) where V is the number of vertices in the graph for which shortest paths are being
computed [2]. Thus, this type of solution may take a while to compute for large graphs
but it is guaranteed to find the optimal solution and it exhibits a definite upper bound on
run time whereas simulated annealing has no definite termination point in its execution.
An alternative to the all pairs shortest paths solution is a bi-partite matching solution
[7]. This algorithm attempts to find a disjoint set of physical paths over which to route
the messages. This can be accomplished by constructing a bi-partite graph where one
partition consists of the communication edges from the task graph (these correspond to
the messages) and the other partition consists of the available shortest potential routes in
the interconnection network which could service these communication edges. Bi-partite
matching then attempts to find a one-to-one mapping from the first partition to the second.
This will generally not be possible when a large number of messages need to be routed on
a relatively small number of potential paths. Instead, the bi-partite matching algorithm
will find a many-to-one mapping with the least amount of contention. The running time
for a bi-partite matching algorithm is O(V. E). The number of vertices is again described
by V and E refers to the number of edges in the graph. For any graph, E is bounded
above by V2, so the bi-partite matching algorithm is of roughly the same complexity as
the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. Unfortunately, bi-partite matching is greedy with respect
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to individual links in the route. Therefore, while the algorithm is guaranteed to find the
optimal routing of messages for any given step in the computation, a particular route
chosen now may lead to contention at a later step in the routing.
Several other routing solutions have been explored and are worth mentioning [12].
Force Driven Routing is based on the idea of allocating paths by considering the trajectory
of a moving particle in a force field created by point masses representing the source and
destination. An advantage of this method is that routes are not dependent on the order in
which the messages are considered. Linear Programming techniques have also been used to
produce a global routing algorithm and may be especially effective in scheduling messages
over busy links. Finally, a promising approach to solving the routing problem may be by
a Multiflow formulation. Similar problems have been effectively solved using multiflow
techniques.
There is an obvious improvement over considering all messages sent by the parallel
computation throughout its lifetime. Just as parallel computations may have computation
phases (as in leveled execution), they may also have communication phases. Instead of
trying to route all messages simultaneously, just consider messages from each communica-
tion phase as independent routing problems. This greatly simplifies the routing problem
regardless of which routing algorithm described above is used and allows for comput-
ing solutions much more expediently. By breaking the large routing problem down into
independent problems, the time to solve the whole problem becomes the sum of the inde-
pendent problems rather than their product. So any time a problem can be broken down
into a set of independent subproblems, this approach should be taken, as it will always
yield huge gains in efficiency.
4.4.1 Combining Placement and Routing
In the same way that contraction and placement could be combined into a single algorithm,
placement and routing may also be combined. Placement and routing are very closely
related because the set of possible routes for messages depends directly on where the
source and destination processes are placed on the physical network. It is even true that
certain embeddings of a given task graph may make it impossible for an optimal routing
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solution to be found, whereas other placements easily allow for the discovery of such
solutions. A simple example of this is to consider mapping a logical complete binary
tree to a physical complete binary tree. The natural embedding is obviously to place the
logical root at the physical root and so on. Such a mapping clearly makes things easy for
the routing algorithm which can simply map logical edges to the corresponding physical
links. However, if the logical root is embedded onto a physical leaf, then it will not be
possible for any routing system, no matter what algorithm it uses, to produce the optimal,
no contention solution generated by the more intelligent embedding.
Recall that in placement by simulated annealing, the sample cost function attempted
to measure the total number of links traversed by all messages. The simulated annealing
process worked by attempting to minimize this function. This system could be modified
so that while computing the cost function, the path producing the least possible number
of links be remembered. Only those paths affected by the proposed exchange would
need to be recomputed. Such a system would simultaneously compute placements and
routings. This cost function, however, does not account for contention on links. More
sophisticated cost functions could be developed and implemented, but cost functions of
sufficient complexity to effectly model routing and placement costs are generally expensive
to compute. This could make an effective simulated annealing solution painfully slow for
any moderately sized problem.
The idea of: constructing the routing paths during placement works for algorithms
other than simulated annealing as well. Even the most oblivious random placement may
benefit by constructing paths during the placement. For every process placed, compute the
best path available to all processes which have already been placed where communication
occurs. This is a greedy solution and therefore will not be optimal, but it does have
the advantage of being simple and efficient to compute. In algorithms, such as circuit
placement [3], where all process clusters are placed simultaneously, computing routing
paths during the process does not suffer from this problem because all messages are
always given some routing (just as all clusters are always given some placement). Thus,
new message routings can not be chosen in a greedy fashion but must compete for a good
route with every other message.
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4.4.2 Combining Contraction, Placement, and Routing
It is certainly possible to combine all three phases of the mapping problem by combining
techniques described in the section on combining contraction and placement and the
section on combining placement and routing. However, as noted above, such a solution
may prove unpractical because it may be extremely expensive to calculate. Combining
all phases of the mapping problem into one calculation will take time proportional to the
product of the time to compute the individual phases, whereas independent computation
of the phases takes time proportional to their sum. If the running times for each of the
phases take O(x), then running time of the combined solution can be expected to be 0(x 3)
whereas running the phases in sequence is expected to be 0(3x). Also recall that the
mapping problem is known to be NP-complete and so x by itself may not be polynomial
in the size of the input graph. These considerations make a fully integrated solution appear
impractical for all but a restricted set of mapping problems where canned solutions have
been discovered.
4.5 Multiplexing
In some descriptions of the mapping problem there is a fourth phase [1]. When multiple
processes are assigned to a single physical processor, multiplexing is required to schedule
the execution of each process on the processor. This is generally done in a round-robin
fashion where each process executes for some (perhaps weighted) number of cycles. It is
certainly possible for a compiler to determine the multiplexing of the processes on each
processor and some benefits might perhaps be gained by this approach. The approach
suggested, however, is to defer multiplexing to the run-time system where each processor
will be responsible for scheduling its own processes. This approach proves quite effective
on uni-processor systems and is usually the assumed approach taken by today's multi-
processor systems.
The main reason that multiplexing is left to the run-time system is that it has generally
been the case that a processor's local performance was much faster than the network to
which it was connected. When this is true, the processor's high speed allows the network
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to view it as if all the processes are executing almost simultaneously. As network speeds
increase, which is one of the goals of NuMesh, the benefit of computing the multiplexing
of processes during compilation as part of the mapping problem will increase. This is an
area that does not appear to be well researched to date.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
In considering a software development environment for a parallel computer such as the
NuMesh, the programming model, programming language, and the compiling system
must be examined. The programming model should effectively describe parallel compu-
tations in the abstract. The description of the computation should be natural and intuitive,
should capture the parallelism, and should model the computation's spatial and temporal
requirements. Parallel programming languages are naturally based upon parallel pro-
gramming models. These languages should be high-level and must be able to concisely
provide a description of the model they are based on while also providing information
to the compiling system so that the machine's processors and routing system can be pro-
grammed at a low-level. The compiling system for a parallel machine must perform the
normal compiler tasks of parsing and code generation but must also deal with the problem
of mapping the application onto the machine. The compiling system needs to provide a
solution to the mapping problem whereby the processes are embedded on processors and
message traffic is routed and scheduled onto the interconnection network.
A thorough understanding of parallel programming models is important to those wish-
ing to develop parallel algorithms and applications. Even in the abstract, a parallel solution
may be far from obvious; however, well-defined ways of modeling parallel computations
provide the programmer with the tools for success in this endeavor. Programming models
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are also necessary for comparative performance analysis of algorithms and provide a solid
mathematical basis for showing the correctness of parallel algorithms. For those not in-
volved in the development and analysis of new parallel algorithms, parallel programming
models are still important because they form the basis of many parallel programming lan-
guages. So an understanding of these models is necessary for successful implementation
of parallel programs in these languages.
The idea of augmenting LaRCS for use as an implementation language is believed
to be a powerful one. The extended version of this idea suggests a new approach to
implementing parallel algorithms that has the potential to make this task much simpler
for the programmer. Programs could be implemented in a language which closely follows
the abstract programming model in which the algorithm was likely conceived, whereas
previous programming approaches force the programmer to map that model into some
other form at the time of implementation. This new approach should prove useful in
implementing many common parallel algorithms, such as those presented in [6]. This
programming paradigm also provides the compiler with sufficient information to perform
detailed network traffic analysis and potentially come up with an optimal mapping. The
compiler should then be able to generate low-level code for the NuMesh to take full
advantage of its high-bandwidth, low-latency communications substrate. If programming
the NuMesh in this manner proves viable, this would push the NuMesh development
environment from its current state to that of a state of the art system.
The examination of the mapping problem should provide sufficient background for
those wishing to understand the problem of mapping an abstract parallel program to a real-
world parallel machine. The efforts of manually programming each processor in a multi-
computer, while heroic, are tedious and error-prone. A system for automatically mapping
parallel programs to specific machines, based entirely upon a high-level description of
the program, is the only way to affordably implement mid- to large-scale applications on
parallel computers. Without such a system, the true power of parallelism will never be
realized.
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5.2 Future Work
Much of the tone of this thesis was prescriptive, rather than descriptive, in nature. Com-
parisons and evaluations of models and languages were presented in a purely qualitative
manner. These were compromises that had to be made to cover this level of material in the
time during which this thesis was developed. As such, much in the way of future work
can be suggested.
The work done by Minsky [12], Lo [7, 8], and Berman [1] form excellent starting areas for
detailed quantitative analysis of various contraction, placement, and routing algorithms.
As parallel computing becomes more prevalent and static routing becomes a more accepted
methodology, effective and efficient solutions to the mapping problem will be demanded.
Detailed analysis of how different contractions algorithms compare with each other and
of how they affect later stages of the overall mapping is needed. The same can be said
for placement and routing algorithms. Performance analysis of these algorithms is also
necessary to determine when multiple stages of the mapping problem can affordably be
combined and when such combinations become prohibitively time-consuming. Results
also might show that little or no benefit is gained through this combination of mapping
phases. This is an area where little quantitative work appears to have been done to date.
The information gained from this analysis could be used by the next generation of off-line
parallel language compilers to choose specific algorithms for mapping a problem based
on some prior (presumably simpler) analysis of the input program.
Another important direction that future research should take is to augment existing
task communication languages, such as LaRCS, to include source code for the processes.
As mentioned above, this approach is seen as a useful, practical, and powerful approach
to the implementation of parallel programs. A language and compiler supporting this
programming model are vital to determine if the enthusiasm for this approach is warranted.
In augmenting LaRCS, for example, the researcher(s) need not start building the language
from scratch, but can build upon the compiler and intermediate forms that have already
been developed. Given this head-start, the project of implementing and evaluating the
new language should be reasonably managable, although there are clearly many details
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of this language which deserve more attention than they are given here.
In conjunction with the new CFSM that is being developed for the NuMesh, a generic,
intermediate- to low-level router assember language should be developed. This multi-
threaded CFSM will be capable of implementing complex routing behavior. A multi-
threaded assembly-style language should be designed to hide the low-level architecture
details of the CFSM from the programmer. It should be the case that this language is not
tied to any specific details of the new CFSM and that it can be used to provide formal
specification for any abstract routing operation.
5.3 Evolution of this Thesis
This thesis was originally intended to present a language and compiler for the NuMesh.
The goals at that time were to provide a framework for a complete programming environ-
ment for the NuMesh. While the language and compiler were not implemented, the goals
in large part were still achieved.
The research for the design of the intended programming language quickly showed
that the development of such a language was well beyond the scope of what could be
reasonable accomplished during the time this thesis was developed. Fortunately, however,
research also uncovered the LaRCS language for the OREGAMI system [8, 7] developed at
the University of Oregon. This language has many of the features desired for the NuMesh
language. With reasonable modifications and enhancements, LaRCS should be suitable as
a program development language for the NuMesh.
The original proposal also hoped this thesis might provide low-level software for the
new CFSM. Two factors prevented the realization of this goal. First, the development of
the new CFSM proceeded at a slower pace than was expected. At the time this conclusion
was written, the new CFSM had been specified to a relatively low level of detail [15], but
no work had yet been completed to simulate the design or evaluate its feasibility. Second,
during the development of this thesis, the focus was shifting decidedly toward a high-
level, abstract view of parallel computation on statically routed machines. This refinement
of goals toward more abstraction at higher levels made assembler software for the new
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CFSM an almost unrelated topic and thus it was not pursued in favor of more discussion
of the former topics.
Ultimately, many of the assumptions in the original proposal were overly simplified
and the goals often unrealistic. Work done during the development of this thesis helped to
redefine the goals of the research. The new goals became to investigate parallel program-
ming models and evaluate them with respect to the mapping problem which was itself
examined in detail. These new goals were achieved.
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